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Introduction
The hadron-hadron option of the Future Circular Collider study, FCC-hh [1, 2] , is designed to provide pp collisions at a centre of mass energy of 100 TeV. For a nominal total beam intensity of about 10 15 protons, the total stored energy per beam will be about 8500 MJ, a factor of 24 above that of the CERN Large 5 Hadron Collider (LHC) [3] . The high energies and intensities required at the FCC-hh pose daunting challenges on the control of beam losses. Its beams are highly destructive: uncontrolled losses of even just a small fraction of the beam can cause a magnet to quench or damage to accelerator components, both at injection (3.3 TeV) and even more at collision (50 TeV) energy.
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A collimation system is needed to intercept and safely dispose of unavoidable beam losses. Its main functionalities are: efficient cleaning of the beam halo ensuring an operation safely below quench limits both at injection and top energy; passive protection of the machine aperture against abnormal losses technological developments will be considered at a later stage.
In this paper, the focus is on aspects related to the cleaning performance with the aim of setting up the work flow necessary to achieve a complete system design. The target cleaning performance can be achieved by optimizing the collimation system layout and the collimator settings. Related to the latter is 30 the geometrical aperture of the machine. A detailed knowledge of the aperture margins in the machine is in fact necessary to ensure that all elements, in particular the super-conducting ones, are protected by the collimation system. The work flow of collimation studies includes therefore several iterations of machine aperture calculations and tracking simulations to optimize the collimator set- 35 tings and the system layout. Information on unprotected elements is also fed back to review either the magnets' physical apertures or the collimator settings. The scope of this paper is to demonstrate this work flow through a first complete iteration. The results of the studies presented here also serve as input for detailed energy deposition simulations and thermo-mechanical analyses, such as 40 those presented in [11] , which are necessary to achieve the collimator hardware design.
The paper is organised as follows. First, the design goals of the FCC-hh collimation system and key parameters for the system specifications are presented. After a description of the new system's layout and optics, baseline collimator 45 settings are proposed. The aperture of the FCC-hh is then reviewed at injection and collision energy. The results of detailed particle tracking simulations are then presented and the performance of the system at injection and collision energy is assessed through the analysis of proton loss maps.
FCC-hh collimation design goals
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The performance of the collimation system is described by the cleaning inefficiency η c , defined as the ratio of surviving halo protons N p with a normalized betatron amplitude A above a given amplitude A 0 to the number of protons absorbed by the collimation system (N abs ) [12, 13, 14] : 
where N loss (s → s + ∆s) is the number of particles lost on the mechanical 60 aperture between position s and s + ∆s.
Beam loss mechanisms result in a decay of the beam intensity N with time t, usually characterised by an exponential decay with the beam lifetime τ b as decay constant:
τ b varies during operation. The collimation system must be designed to cope 65 with the maximum expected rates of beam losses, which are described by the minimum allowed beam lifetime τ . In addition to the minimum allowed beam lifetime, the key parameters that determine the target performance of a collimation system are the beam intensity and the quench level R q , given here in units of protons/m/s. To leading order of Eq. (3), these quantities are related 70 to collimation cleaning inefficiency by the following equation, which describes the condition for operating the machine while ensuring that losses in the cold magnets remain below the quench limit:
While a detailed assessment of the cleaning performance requires more complete energy deposition studies at critical loss locations, this formalism based on es-
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timates of the protons lost on the accelerator aperture is well suited for a first system design and performance optimization. The relevant parameters for the FCC-hh are summarised in Table 1 . The minimum allowed beam lifetimes at injection and top energy are assumed to be the same as for the LHC. Detailed quench limits for FCC-hh magnets are not 80 yet available, however, the quench level has been estimated at R q = 0.5 × 10 6 p/m/s at 50 TeV [15] by scalings from the LHC. It is first assumed that the FCC magnets have the same quench limit, in terms of power load per volume, at 50 TeV as the LHC magnets at 7 TeV, which is around 5 mW/cm 3 . Then, the LHC design value of R q = 7.8 × 10 6 p/m/s at 7 TeV [16, 14] is scaled down 85 by the approximated increase in peak power density per proton at 50 TeV [16] , and the above estimate for R q is obtained.
Substituting this values into Eq. (4) and assuming τ min b = 0.2 h, the LHC design value, the required cleaning inefficiency at 50 TeV is calculated to be 3 × 10 −7 m −1 . In the absence of more accurate estimates, this target value will 90 be taken as a benchmark to assess the performance of the collimation system in Sec. 6.3. Given that the performance requirements are most stringent at collision energy, a solution for 50 TeV energy is also expected to fulfill the requirements at injection energy. The maximum energy load on the collimators from beam losses must also be 95 estimated for an appropriate design of the system. The choice of jaw material and the hardware design must ensure the robustness and the mechanical stability of the collimators. For the given loss assumptions and beam parameters, the power load at collision energy amounts to 11.8 MW. Even if beam losses occur locally at one collimator, the deposited power is only partially dissipated on its 100 jaws. Due to the development of hadronic and electromagnetic showers, most of the power is absorbed on downstream elements. The tracking simulations presented in this paper do not account for secondary shower development and therefore this aspect is not treated here. Detailed energy deposition studies and thermo-mechanical analyses, such as those presented in [11] , will be necessary 105 to complete the system design work flow and achieve a first collimator hardware design. The complete design must also take into account the interplay between different parameters and constraints. For instance, excessive impedance must be avoided by an appropriate choice of collimator settings (which determine the 110 opening of the collimators in mm) and jaw material. Beam loads on the collimators for given loss assumptions are used as inputs to design the collimators and also to assess yearly radiation doses to components in the collimation areas. This information is then fed back to the design of the underground areas (access constraint, design of service galleries and infrastructures, ...). These aspects will 115 be addressed in future iterations of this conceptual system design.
Baseline layouts of the FCC-hh collimation system
The studies presented in this paper were performed with lattice version 7 of the FCC-hh layout [17] described in Table 1 and shown in Figure 1 [18] . This layout was adopted as the baseline for FCC-hh until November 2016, when momentum collimation is performed on the counter-rotating beam (Beam 2, or B2). Similarly, in the ESS-J momentum cleaning is performed on B1 and extraction followed by betatron collimation on B2. The optics seen by both beams are the same by design. In the rest of this paper we will thus consider B1 only as our study case, therefore it is assumed that betatron cleaning is The optics functions for betatron cleaning are shown in Figure 2 (top). They are similar to those optimized for the halo collimation in LHC, except that they are scaled up by a factor k β = 5, resulting in an insertion length of 2.7 km. The scaling factor was chosen to achieve collimator gaps that are similar to their phase advances are the same as in the LHC and were optimised for threestage cleaning [20] . Primary collimators (TCP), closest to the beam, intercept primary proton losses and give rise to a secondary halo that is intercepted by secondary collimators (TCS). Active absorbers (TCLA), placed at apertures further out than the TCS, catch showers from upstream collimators.
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A similar three-stage cleaning is installed in ESS-J for momentum collimation, with the difference that the horizontal dispersion in ESS-J is much higher than in ESS-D (see Figure 2 bottom), maximising the normalized dispersion near the primary collimators. The dispersion functions of the momentum cleaning insertion are the same as at the LHC. The betatron functions are scaled 160 with a factor k p = 50/7 = 2.7, derived from the ratio of the centre-of-mass energies of the FCC-hh to the LHC. This scaling factor is smaller than that used for the betatron cleaning insertion allowing to shorten the length to 1.4 km. Constraints from impedance and mechanical stability are in fact less tight in the momentum cleaning insertion because primary collimators for momen-165 tum cleaning can be kept more opened in σ than those for betatron cleaning. The momentum cleaning system is designed to capture losses only in the horizontal plane, while the betatron cleaning system ensures coverage in the whole transverse space.
In addition, tertiary collimators (TCT) are installed in the low-beta inser- (TCDQ) is installed as a protection against miskicked beams in the case of extraction failures. Note that injection protection collimators are not yet part of this layout. Another important functionality of the LHC collimation system 175 that was not yet finalized for FCC-hh is the physics debris collimation downstream of the collision points. These aspects are not relevant at this stage for the assessment of the collimation cleaning performance and will be addressed in the next layout iteration.
In this first iteration, the same collimator jaw materials and lengths as at the
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LHC are taken as a first design assumption. These are summarised in Table 3 . This initial assumption is justified by the fact that only a small fraction of the total energy deposited by the impacting proton is absorbed by the collimators, while the highest fraction goes to passive absorbers and the tunnel walls. An optimisation of the collimator design will be performed in separate studies.
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It is planned to modify the collimator materials in the future, based on the outcome of new material studies that are ongoing [21] in the context of the high-luminosity upgrade of the LHC, HL-LHC [22, 23] . Further improvements of the system, such as addition of more collimators and optimisation of phase advances will also be studied. 
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Baseline collimator settings
Collimator settings have to be defined in a way that ensures protection of the minimum machine aperture with sufficient margin. Furthermore, a strict hierarchy between collimator families must be respected for optimal cleaning performance and machine protection.
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By design at collision energy the aperture limitation typically lies in or close to the inner triplet, since at this location the available aperture is reduced by the large β-functions required to achieve small beam sizes at the interaction points and by the crossing and separation schemes. This constrains the opening of the tertiary collimators (TCT). In the present LHC system, TCTs are not 200 robust against direct beam losses and thus have to be placed outside protection devices, such as the TCDQ, which in turn should be at larger aperture than TCPs and TCSs [10, 24] . For FCC-hh, we define settings in a similar way to minimise the risk of major losses close to the experiments.
At injection energy the aperture bottleneck is instead in the arcs, which has to be protected by the betatron and momentum cleaning systems, while the TCTs can be more open. The limitations of the arc aperture, which is minimized to optimize the cost of the superconducting dipoles and quadrupoles, are discussed in more details below. They translate into similar constraints on the betatron collimation hier-210 archy as the ones encountered at top energy.
In Table 3 we present the baseline collimator settings for the FCC-hh at injection and collision energy that provide a minimum protected aperture of 15.5 σ. The settings for betatron cleaning, extraction and tertiary collimators correspond to the HL-LHC baseline settings [25] scaled to the FCC-hh normalised 215 emittance of 2.2 µm and result in collimator gaps (in mm) that are comparable to the LHC ones.
The settings for momentum cleaning collimators are defined such that they provide a cut in momentum δp/p (where p is the particle momentum) that is tighter than the momentum acceptance of the machine. At injection, the tightest 220 off-momentum aperture bottlenecks typically occur in the arcs, at locations with peak horizontal dispersion function, D x . Furthermore, the collimation hierarchy in the betatron cleaning insertion must not be violated, implying that the opening of momentum cleaning collimators expressed in units of beam σ should be larger than the TCPs and TCSs of the betatron cleaning insertion.
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The FCC-hh arc acceptance is:
where A arc is the aperture in the arc and D arc x is the maximum dispersion in the arc. Considering the above constraints, the TCPs of the momentum cleaning insertion were chosen to provide a momentum cut of 0.24% at injection energy and 0.12% at collision energy.
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Detailed aperture studies that take into account optical and mechanical tolerances are necessary to validate and, if necessary update, the settings at injection and collision energy. This is the topic of the next section.
Geometrical acceptance of the machine
Method and input parameters
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A first continuous aperture model for the whole FCC-hh ring was defined. The geometrical aperture of the arc is given by the beam screen, assumed to be of so-called "rect-ellipse" shape similar to the one adopted for the LHC, defined by the intersection of an ellipse and a rectangular aperture. The dimensions are 2 × 15 mm (width) and 2 × 13.2 mm (height). In the collimation insertion 240 and matching sections, the same mechanical aperture in mm as in the LHC was assumed. The mechanical aperture in the experimental insertion was designed as described in [26] . The effective aperture of the machine was then computed element by element using the aperture module of the MADX code [27, 28, 29, 30] . This calculation finds the minimum clearance in 2D, in units of beam σ, between 245 the closed orbit and the mechanical aperture. The calculation is repeated for several longitudinal positions within every magnet. A number of tolerances are included to account for imperfect optics and orbit (see in Table 4 ). This parameter set, proposed in [25] to calculate the HL-LHC aperture, was refined with respect to the LHC design parameters based on operational experience. As 250 there are still many unknowns in the FCC design, we assume at this stage that the state-of-the-art correction assumed for HL-LHC can be reached also in FCChh. In the future, when the machine design is more final, these tolerances should be refined. In addition, the same mechanical and alignment tolerances as for the present LHC [31] were assumed conservatively for a first aperture assessment.
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Aperture parameters and mechanical tolerances used for each magnet class are detailed in Appendix B. Relative parasitic dispersion k D 0.14 0.10
Aperture at injection and collision energy
Aperture studies were performed for the layout and optics presented in Sec. 3. The effective aperture, expressed in units of σ (where σ is the local betatron 260 beam size computed using a normalised emittance of 2.2 µm), was compared to the specifications of 15.5 σ, the minimum aperture that is protected using the collimator settings of Table 3 . Results at injection and collision energy are shown in Figures 3 and 4 , respectively. Table 5 presents the aperture in IPG, the experimental IR, at both injection and collision energy.
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At injection energy, an aperture below the specifications was found in several sections of the machine. In the arc cells, in particular, the minimum aperture is 13.4 σ in the sextupoles next to the focusing quadrupoles. Small apertures were also found in the cleaning insertions, the minimum aperture being below 10 σ in an trim quadrupole of the betatron cleaning insertion. This can be 270 explained by the large β-functions, which were scaled by a factor k = 5 from the LHC, while the magnet apertures remained the same as at the LHC. The warm magnet design will have to be reviewed to take this into account. A revision of the collimator setting hierarchy at injection and of the assumed tolerances and imperfections is planned to solve the problem of arc aperture.
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At collision energy, the aperture bottleneck of the ring was found in the low β insertions, at the location of the recombination dipole D2 with a value of 14.1 σ. The available aperture is in fact reduced by the large β-functions required to achieve small beam sizes at the interaction points and by the crossing and separation schemes. However the exact location of the aperture bottleneck 280 in the IR depends on the design of the experimental insertion. While in the previous experimental IR design, with the inner triplet layout characterised by L = 36 m, the aperture bottleneck was in the inner triplet [32] , in the current one with L = 45 the inner triplet aperture is above 40 σ and the bottleneck is shifted to the recombination dipole D2. In the present collimation layout, 285 tertiary collimators are placed to provide local protection of the inner triplet, like in the LHC where this is the aperture bottleneck.
The IR design of the FCC-hh is still being revised and if additional shielding is added to the inner triplet effectively reducing the available aperture as proposed in [33] , the triplet is likely to become the aperture bottleneck as in the 290 LHC. If instead D2 remains the bottleneck, the location of tertiary collimators should be reviewed in the future to provide local protection of D2 as well. A similar approach is being followed for the IR design at the HL-LHC, where a second pair of TCT collimators will be added further upstream of the TCTs that protect the triplet. These new collimators will protect other magnets in 295 the matching section whose aperture is reduced for various optics scenarios with very small β [22, 23] . 
Conclusion of aperture studies
The aperture limitations identified by these first aperture studies can be fed back to revise the aperture model (physical aperture of the magnets) or the 300 magnet mechanical tolerances. With this goal, for each element of the machine, the margin left to reach the specifications of 15.5 σ was computed in mm for the horizontal and vertical planes. Table 6 shows these values for elements with aperture below the specifications at injection energy. For each magnet class, the limiting plane is indicated and the value in mm shows by how much the physical 305 aperture or the mechanical tolerances should be improved. In some cases, as for the arc, if the aperture cannot be improved, the collimator settings should be revised and made compatible with a smaller protected aperture. An overall improvement of the assumed tolerances, compared to what was assumed in the LHC design phase, is also not to be excluded.
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While more studies and iterations are needed to finalize the detailed aperture designs for FCC, as well as possible refinements of the error tolerances and acceptance criterion for the aperture, we consider that this status is adequate as first input to the collimation design that is presented in the next section. 
Tracking simulations
Tracking simulations were performed with SixTrack [34, 35, 36, 37, 38 ] to assess the cleaning performance. In these simulations, the processes that cause protons to diffuse out to high betatron amplitudes are not included. Instead, in order to have a simulation setup that is feasible in terms of computing time, the 320 starting conditions are sampled such that the protons impact on the primary collimators during the first few turns. The initial particle distribution was a direct halo [38] at 7.2 σ and a thickness δσ = 0.06 in the horizontal plane, a normal distribution cut at 3 σ in the vertical plane and no energy errors. The average impact parameter b on the TCP was about 16 µm and 4 µm at injection 325 and collision energy, respectively. Since the diffusion speed of halo protons at the FCC-hh is hard to assess at this stage, a range of different impact parameters b (between 1 µm and 12 µm) on the primary collimator were simulated in order to assess the effect of the assumed initial distribution. The cleaning inefficiency was found to change by about 20% between the extreme values of b. Large 330 statistics is needed to reach a precision level for loss spikes which is below the assumed quench levels. Therefore, for the simulations presented here, 8.9 million particles were tracked for 200 turns for the case of a perfect machine and using collimator settings from Table 3 .
The SixTrack simulation performs a 6D element-by-element tracking through 335 the magnetic lattice and if a proton interacts with a collimator, a built-in scattering model is used. If an inelastic interaction occurs, in which the proton disintegrates, it is considered lost on the collimator and removed from the tracking. Otherwise, it can scatter out again and the tracking continues. If a proton hits with the aperture of any other element, such as cold magnets, it is considered 340 lost there without further study of the shower development. The output of the tracking simulations is both η c , estimated from the distribution of surviving halo particles at a fixed longitudinal position downstream of the collimation system, as well as the distribution of lost protons around the ring, from which the local cleaning efficiencyη c can be determined. 
Cleaning inefficiency
A first assessment of the collimation system performance can be made by studying the cleaning inefficiency η c , as explained in Sec. 2. η c has the advantage of being independent of the longitudinal coordinate s and can be studied without an aperture model. Eq. (1) defines η c as a function of the radial amplitude A 0 .
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Similarly, to study the off-momentum halo population escaping the collimation system, we can define a cleaning inefficiency as a function of the relative momentum deviation δp/p, by substituting into Eq. (1) the amplitude A 0 with δp/p. These functions are computed from tracking simulations by assessing, in the multi-turn simulation setup, the number of particles that populate the ha-The cleaning inefficiency of the system at collision energy is shown in Fig. 5 . At an aperture of 15.5 σ, corresponding to the minimum protected aperture for the baseline collimator settings, the cleaning inefficiency is below 10 −4 , while 360 above δp/p = 0.4% the cleaning inefficiency is below 10 −6 (for reference, the momentum acceptance of the arc δp/p = 0.7%). The cleaning inefficiency can already be used to optimize the system performance, in absence of a machine aperture module. For example, by looking at the curve for A 0 = 10 σ, it can be seen seen that the settings of the TCS at 9.7 σ derived from the present LHC operational 370 settings, are not at an optimum. An improvement could be obtained by tightening the settings, at the expense of the machine impedance and operational tolerance. This is not a change that can be proposed at this stage. It is instead planned to re-optimize the betraton phases between TCS and TCP as a possible improvement. 
Loss maps at injection and collision energy
Loss maps allow to study in details the local cleaning inefficiencyη c , that is how particles escaping the collimation system are lost longitudinally around the ring. This allows a direct comparison to magnets' quench limits. Horizontal loss maps are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 for injection and collision energy, 
Optimisation of the betatron cleaning insertion
As shown in Section 6.3, the performance of the current system is limited by the losses in the DS downstream of the betatron cleaning insertion. These losses are due to protons that survive the passage through the TCPs but have 410 lost energy in single diffractive interactions. As their kick in betatron amplitude is small, they do not hit the downstream TCSG in the straight section, but when the dispersion starts to rise in the first dipoles in the DS, they are bent differently than the main beam and soon lost on the aperture. The distribution of δp/p of particles escaping the collimation insertion and lost around the FCC-hh ring In this section an analogous solution for the FCC-hh is investigated. The 425 performance of the system with the addition of local protection collimators in the DS, which we call TCLD collimators, is investigated with a reduced collimation layout with respect to that presented in Sec. 3, and including only the betatron cleaning insertion and tertiary collimators.
For the LHC, TCLD collimators can only be installed in the DS by replacing 430 the existing dipole magnets with shorter, higher field dipoles that free space to install a collimator at room temperature. This is a cumbersome intervention. Obviously, for FCC-hh the installation of TCLD collimators must be planned early on in the design of the dispersion suppressors. The optics function at the proposed locations for the TCLD collimators are summarized in Table 7 . The
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proposed layout is shown in Figure 10 . 1.13 Figure 11 shows the betraton loss maps simulated around the full ring (top graph) and in the collimation insertion (bottom) for the new layout of Figure of protons reaching the aperture of DS magnets is now reduced to less than a few 10 −7 /m. In addition, cold losses around the ring are also significantly suppressed. This is expected since the momentum cuts provided by the TCLD collimators, as listed in Table 7 , are smaller than the typical energy errors of the halo particles escaping ESS-D (Figure 9 ). While a final performance assessment 445 of this collimation layouts with TCLD will have to be carried out after having computed the detailed energy deposition maps in critical elements, these results indicate that the proposed solution has the potential to deliver adequate halo cleaning performance for the design FCC-hh parameters.
Conclusions and outlook
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In the context of the FCC-hh study, a first conceptual solution of a halo collimation system for a 50 TeV proton accelerator has been worked out. The ambitious FCC-hh goal to accumulate stored beam energies up to 8.5 GJ, which surpasses by more than a factor 20 the present state-of-the-art set by the operating Large Hadron Collider, poses outstanding concerns for the operation in a 455 superconducting environment. A collimation cleaning performance well below the 10 −6 level is expected to be needed to operate reliably such an accelerator below quench limits of superconducting magnets.
As a starting point for the studies, we have shown first estimates of the available machine aperture for FCC-hh. Although many elements have a sufficient and optimization to meet the requirements, in particular the arc dipoles, the warm dipoles in the collimation insertions and the separation dipoles around the experiments. We have shown a first design of a collimation system for the FCC-hh, de- is not considered critical for the assessment of the cleaning performance that drives the key design features for the FCC-hh. With the addition of dispersion suppressor collimators around the betatron cleaning insertion, the proposed FCC-hh system provides cleaning inefficiencies of a few units of 10 −7 proton per meter lost in superconducting magnets per pro-480 ton impinging on the primary collimators. This is a very encouraging starting point that however must be confirmed by more complete studies that include energy deposition assessment for the most exposed components. The tools shown in this paper are ready to provide the required inputs for these studies, which have in fact already started. This effort will also address the compatibility of 485 the present LHC collimator design, assumed as a starting point, with the challenging beam loads expected from FCC-hh beam losses. Preliminary results indicate that this is indeed an important concern for a few selected collimators which might require a substantial re-design [11] . Furthermore, it also has to be studied how the cleaning performance evolves in the presence of realistic 490 imperfections in the collimation system and in the optics. At this stage, we consider this scaled-up scheme a promising first design of a collimation system in preparation of a conceptual design of FCC-hh, although there are still a few open points to be addressed. This conservative design approach will be extended with more advanced collimation concepts. However, at 495 this stage, this conceptual solution already provides a very promising performance for halo cleaning, which on paper is close to the FCC-hh design goal. 
